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Project Details

Name: America’s Test Kitchen
Location: Boston, Massachusetts

Product Details

Product: SonaSpray “fc” Black

Details: .5” over 25,000 Sq. Ft.

Architect Details

Architect: Packard Design

Location: Boston, Massachusetts

DESIGN SOLUTION
PRODUCTION STUDIO

After nearly two-decades in Brookline, MA, America’s 
Test Kitchen recently relocated to Boston’s booming 
Seaport District to accommodate its growing staff and 

demand for new media. Located within the historic 

Design and Innovation Building, their new space 

features four state-of-the-art test kitchens, three TV 

and video studios, flexible office and editing space, 
and multiple meeting areas. 

To address the need for acoustical control in the 

expansive studio space, SonaSpray “’fc” in Black 
was spray-applied to the original concrete ceiling. 

Unlike hard surfaces and materials, which reflect 

sound, SonaSpray “fc” absorbs echo, reverberation, 
and excessive noise, to support speech and music 
intelligibility. In addition to acoustic performance, 
SonaSpray “fc” in Black compliments the studio 

lighting and interior design. 
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SPIN! NEAPOLITAN PIZZA PRAIRIE VILLAGE, KANSAS

This restaurant was designed by 360° Architecture, who integrated rustic, 
organic elements with bold, industrial design details. The building’s original 
concrete “waffle” ceiling presented an acoustical challenge that needed to be 
addressed. Waffle Ceilings can be difficult to treat do to the recessed pattern, 
however; if left untreated, they produce excessive noise and reverberation 
unfit for a restaurant environment. Selected in “Ravishing Red”, a stunning 
custom color produced for the restaurant, SonaSpray “fc” was applied to the 

exterior edges and within the waffle shape for a sharp, clean appearance. 
Noise reductions of 65% to 90% are common results achieved from using 

this product. SonaSpray “fc” is available in white, arctic white and black, and 
is also available in custom colors making it ideal for your next project.
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ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF SONASPRAY “FC” PROJECTS

Light Reflectance
SonaSpray White, and SonaSpray Arctic 

White provide high light reflectivity, and 
can be used to maximize day lighting and 
reduce the need for excessive lighting.

Colorful Options

SonaSpray “fc” is available in standard 
colors, and can be manufactured in 
custom, integral colors for unlimited 

design options.

Application

SonaSpray is spray-applied, between 
.5” and 1”. It is engineered for application 

to common substrates and can adhere 
to complex or irregular surfaces.

Acoustic Performance

SonaSpray is applied in thicknesses 

from .5” up to 1” to provide the desired 

level of acoustical absorption. At 1”, 
SonaSpray provides a NRC of .85.
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